great escape

great escape

If you want to spend a couple of
nights outside of the hustle and
bustle of Melbourne city, a trip to
Mollisons at Kyneton, just one hour
drive from Melbourne’s CBD, is in
order. Mollisons is just a short walk
from award-winning restaurants,
shops and markets and is the
ideal base for exploration of the
Macedon Ranges and beyond.
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Experience contemporary luxury in
its purest form at Melbourne’s new
Crown Metropol hotel. Take a sensory
journey at Isika, the exclusive day
spa. Tantalise your palate at maze by
Gordon Ramsay and maze Grill. Savour
the panoramic views of Melbourne from
28, the exclusive lounge and sky bar
on level 28. Or choose to refresh body
and soul while swimming in the stunning
infinity and deluge pools, lounging at
the indoor sun-deck relaxation lounge
or working out at the world-class
gymnasium.

Once known as a musicians hangout in the early
‘70s, this South Yarra hotel has been dragged into
the 21st century, having recently undergone a
remarkable renovation. The Bloomfield Hotel has
emerged with a fashion-meets-music theme which
can be seen throughout this boutique hotel. From
the black and white striped walls in the new bar, to
the floor-to-ceiling photographs, murals and artwork,
funky bedheads and red hallways, it has become an
interesting and chilled place to stay.
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Set on Melbourne’s prestigious Chapel Street,
The Olsen Hotel offers travelers premier South
Yarra accommodation with 229 elegant fivestar suites that are infused with the lyrical works
of revered Australian landscape artist Dr John
Olsen. Breathtaking murals and sculptures greet
you on arrival and large prints adorn all hallways
and suites. This boutique Melbourne hotel is
complemented by a day spa and two delicious
restaurants. At The Olsen Hotel, one can sleep
soundly on Art Series Signature bedding, plunge
into the spectacular glass bottom pool with
Chapel Street shoppers below, work out in their
state-of-the-art gymnasium or step out for some
retail therapy.
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Adopting the unique concept
of shopping where you sleep,
Mollisons enables guests to buy

everything from the bed they sleep
in, to the lamps in the room – it’s all
for sale!
Mollisons also offers visitors an
exquisite retail experience with
a unique concept store in the
old bank chamber showcasing a
range of classic and contemporary
decorator and design pieces
such as jewellery, fashion items,
children’s gifts, and clothing.
Room rates start from $230 per
night for a Queen Room.

mollisonsKyneton, Victoria
116 -118 Mollison Street,
www.mollisons.net.au

Taking the concept of the serviced
apartment to a new level, The
Ascott Limited brings the first
branded Apart’hotel concept
to Melbourne with Citadines on
Bourke Melbourne. Citadines offers
a choice of studio, one- or twobedroom apartments. Think the
privacy of serviced apartments
with practical features such as
compact yet fully equipped
kitchenettes, iPod docks, and WiFi
internet access throughout all
public areas and apartments.
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